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James P. Flynn, Esq.
Yael Spiewak, Esq.
EPSTEIN BECKER & GREEN, P.C.
One Gateway Center, 13th Floor
Newark, New Jersey 07102-5311
(973) 642-1900
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Coach USA, Inc.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

COACH USA, INC.,
Plaintiff,

Civil Action No. ___________ (____)(___)

- against GROUND OPTIONS, LLC, D/B/A GO
GROUND,

COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND

Defendant.
Plaintiff, Coach USA, Inc., (“Coach USA”), through its attorneys Epstein Becker & Green,
P.C., by way of Complaint against Defendant Ground Options, LLC, d/b/a Go Ground (“Go
Ground”), alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.

Coach USA brings this action seeking to collect amounts due in excess of $415,000

from Go Ground to Coach USA.
2.

Coach USA is owed this money as a consequence of Go Ground’s violation of

agreements with Coach USA and as a consequence of Go Ground’s inducing Coach USA to
undertake great time and expense in providing services to and for the benefit of Go Ground clients
based upon Go Ground’s promises, representations, and other statements or omissions, and Go
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Ground’s subsequent collection of funds from those clients and failure to remit payment to Coach
USA in accordance with Go Grounds’ promises, undertakings, and agreements to do so.
3.

Consequently, as stated more fully below, Coach USA raises claims of breach of

express contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, quantum
meruit/unjust enrichment, promissory estoppel, account stated, conversion, constructive trust, and
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage.
THE PARTIES
4.

Plaintiff Coach USA, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of

business and headquarters in Paramus, New Jersey.
5.

Defendant Ground Options, LLC d/b/a Go Ground is an Illinois limited liability

company with its principal place of business and headquarters in Woodridge, Illinois.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
6.

This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §1332, as it is an action between

citizens of different states and the matter in controversy exceeds $75,000.00 exclusive of
interests and costs.
7.

This Court also has jurisdiction over plaintiffs' state law claims pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1367(a).
8.

Venue is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. §1391.
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FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS
9.

Coach USA is one of the largest transportation companies in North America

operating more than 2,400 motorcoaches and employing more than 5,000 people.
10.

Coach USA traces its history back to 1922 as Lackawanna Bus and later

Consolidated Bus Lines, a local service operating in Bergen County, New Jersey and later along
the Jersey Shore and throughout the New York metropolitan area.
11.

Today Coach USA provides local and inter-city transportation services for

communities throughout the US and Canada including major cities such as New York City, Chicago
and Milwaukee.
12.

Coach USA owns more than 25 bus carriers in North America, operating scheduled

bus routes, motorcoach tours, charters, and/or city sightseeing tours.
13.

Over the past decade, Go Ground has served as a “broker” for chartered bus services

between Coach USA and various clients, including, primarily, the NCAA and various colleges and
universities.
14.

In this capacity, Go Ground would solicit, arrange, and schedule charter bus

reservations, with the actual motorcoaches and drivers to be provided by Coach USA.
15.

Clients seeking charter bus services would make payments to Go Ground directly,

after which Go Ground would retain a portion of the funds received and remit the balance to Coach
USA – the entity that actually provided the charter bus services.
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16.

In reasonable reliance on Go Ground’s promise and obligation to remit collected

payments for chartered bus services to Coach USA, Coach USA provided chartered bus services to
clients at the request of, Go Ground, and were induced by Go Ground to do so.
17.

For certain lines of business, invoices were issued and payments remitted on a

seasonal basis, in others (such as tour bus lines of business), Go Ground collected funds and would
remit payments on a weekly basis.
18.

Such undertakings were at the time and expense of Coach USA, which understood it

would be compensated and reimbursed by Go Ground for such efforts, as Go Ground also agreed.
19.

These agreements were confirmed, ratified and reflected through invoices and

payments exchanged between the parties over the past decade.
20.

In or about April 2019, Go Ground ceased making regular payments to Coach USA

consistent with invoices from Coach USA, and in many instances stopped making payments
entirely, despite continuing to schedule chartered bus services to be performed by Coach USA, and
continuing to accept payments for these services from clients.
21.

On or about May 29, 2019, Coach USA contacted Go Ground to outline significant

pending payments totaling, at the time, over $300,000 for chartered bus services provided by Coach
USA for which no payment was received by Coach USA from Go Ground.
22.

On or about June 6, 2019, Go Ground’s CEO Bill Maulsby participated in a phone

conference with Coach USA where the parties discussed reconciliation of the amounts owed by Go
Ground to Coach USA.
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23.

On July 3, 2019 Coach USA confirmed with Go Ground that following a review of

the accounts and discussions with Go Ground, the total balance due at that time from Go Ground to
Coach USA totaled $420,071.63, accounting for nine invoices. See Ex. A (July 3, 2019 e-mail).
24.

Following July 3, 2019, Go Ground did not respond to e-mail communications or

telephone calls to discuss the balance due and owing.
25.

Nevertheless, throughout this period, Coach USA operated in good faith and

continued to perform and provide chartered bus services to clients who has scheduled and paid
through Go Ground.
26.

On September 16, 2019, Coach USA issued a formal demand letter to Go Ground in

which Coach USA outlined the outstanding accounts it had with Go Ground, with a balance totaling
$479,080.17. See Ex. B (Sep. 16, 2019 e-mail and attached Coach USA letter).
27.

The September 16, 2019 demand letter detailed nine invoiced accounts for which Go

Ground owed a balance to Coach USA for chartered bus services provided for which Go Ground
had collected payment from clients as follows:
Location/Invoice
Dillon’s Bus Service
Suburban
Butler
Central Cab
Van Galder
Community
Lakefront
Lenzner
Kerrville

Coach USA Account
$18,174.41
$112,477.00
$10,964.00
$7,051.00
$5,550.00
$625.00
$274,101.82
$41,306.94
$8,830.00

See Ex. B.
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28.

On September 26, 2019 Go Ground formally responded to Coach USA’s demand

letter, in which Go Ground admitted that it owed Coach USA at least $378,933.66, and disputed
only a fraction of the balance due as follows:
Location/Invoice
Dillon’s Bus Service
Suburban
Butler
Central Cab
Van Galder
Community
Lakefront
Lenzner
Kerrville

Coach USA Account
$18,174.41
$112,477.00
$10,964.00
$7,051.00
$5,550.00
$625.00
$274,101.82
$41,306.94
$8,830.00

Go Ground Account
$18,124.41
$120,149.25
$10,964.00
$7,051.00
$5,550.00
$625.00
$188,727.00
$18,913.00
$8,830.00

See Ex. C (Sep. 26, 2019 Go Ground letter).
29.

On or about November 15, 2019, Go Ground remitted payment to Coach USA in the

amount of $51,194.41 satisfying six out of nine invoices showing balances owed by Go Ground to
Coach USA, including those for Dillon’s Bus Service, Butler, Central Cab, Van Galder,
Community, and Kerrville.
30.

Thereafter, Coach USA and Go Ground discussed the accounting and agreed to

adjust account balances accordingly.
31.

These discussions resulted in conforming the Suburban and Lenzner accounts to

match Go Ground’s version of the recorded balances, and reducing the Lakefront invoice balance
by $47,767.14 – eliminating any dispute between the parties as to the amount owed by Go Ground
to Coach USA.
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32.

During this time, Go Ground collected an additional $49,697.00 from tour bus

customers in the Lakefront location, that Go Ground failed to remit to Coach USA in accordance
with their agreement.
33.

As of December 9, 2019, the balance due from Go Ground to Coach USA totaled

$415,093.93 as follows:
Location/Invoice
Suburban
Lakefront
Lakefront Tours
Lenzner

Coach USA Account
$120,149.25
$226,334.68
$49,697.00
$18,913.00

See Ex. D (Coach USA accounts receivable for Go Ground as of Dec. 9, 2019).
34.

In accordance with the agreements between the parties, Coach USA tendered and

continued to tender performance in accordance with the parties’ agreements by providing chartered
bus services as directed and scheduled by Go Ground.
35.

Coach USA further continued to perform and provide the chartered bus services in

order to maintain good customer relationships as well as to uphold the professionalism associated
with the Coach USA brand.
36.

Go Ground accepted such performance, understanding that Coach USA had a

reasonable expectation of being compensated and reimbursed for the services that Coach USA
performed and for the expenses Coach USA incurred in preparing to perform and continuing to
perform its obligations.
37.

Through and by way of the above actions and through related conduct negatively

impacting on and interfering with important economic relationships that Coach USA has with those
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clients using its chartered bus services such as the NCAA and many colleges and universities, Go
Ground has not only breached the agreements with Coach USA but has also caused additional
damages to Coach USA’s business reputations, dealings and prospective economic advantage.
38.

By way of example, one of these situations has involved the University of Pittsburgh

(“UPitt”):
a. Coach USA and UPitt have had a decades’ long relationship under which Coach USA
has provided buses and service to UPitt under agreements separate and apart from Go
Ground.
b. UPitt has consistently over the years awarded these contracts to Coach USA, and
renewed them, expressing satisfaction with such services.
c. Go Ground elicited Coach USA to supply buses to transport University of Pittsburgh
students “home for the holidays” at Thanksgiving, Christmas and other school break
periods through a platform and system managed by Go Ground, and through which
Go Ground would collect fees from students, remit payments to Coach USA and to
UPitt after Go Ground deducted its administrative fees and credit card fees.
d. Go Ground has not provided UPitt with remittances due to the university from Go
Ground, and the university has contacted Coach USA as part of its efforts to secure
such remittances from Go Ground.
e. UPitt has also exercised contractual rights and options concerning Coach USA that
eliminate or lessen the economic value of the Coach USA/UPitt economic relationship
in the future.
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f. Go Ground’s business practices and non-responsiveness to UPitt are a proximate cause
of the damage to Coach USA arising from the elimination or lessening of the
economic value of the Coach USA/UPitt economic relationship in the future.
39.

Go Ground, in breach of its contractual obligations continues to refuse to pay Coach

USA the outstanding balance due and owing.
40.

Go Ground retained the benefit of the funds it collected from customers on behalf of

Coach USA for services rendered to those customers by Coach USA, all while refusing to
compensate and reimburse Coach USA per the parties’ agreement.
41.

Go Ground further retained the benefit of Coach USA’s performance, which was

provided in reasonable reliance on Go Ground’s promises and representations.
COUNT ONE
(Breach of Agreement)
42.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
43.

The terms of the Agreement between Coach USA and Go Ground required and

mandated that Go Ground pay to Coach USA the amounts due and demanded.
44.

To date, Go Ground has not remitted the full amount due.

45.

An amount no less than $415,093.93 exclusive of costs and interest remains due

from Go Ground to Coach USA.
46.

Coach USA fully performed all of its obligations under the parties’ agreements.
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47.

Go Ground has not paid Coach USA the amounts due and has not otherwise fulfilled

its performance obligations.
48.

Despite demands for payment, Go Ground has improperly and wrongfully failed to

pay the outstanding amounts due and owing to Coach USA.
49.

By failing to pay Coach USA for the value of the services rendered in accordance

with the terms of the parties’ agreements, Go Ground materially breached those agreements.
50.

As a direct and proximate result, Coach USA has been damaged in an amount to be

shown at trial, plus pre-judgment interest on the outstanding amount plus costs under the
Agreement.
COUNT TWO
(Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing)
51.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
52.

The agreements between Coach USA and Go Ground contains an implied covenant

by both parties to act in good faith and deal fairly with each other, and that neither party take or fail
to take any action that would deprive the other of the reasonably anticipated fruits such party would
enjoy under the agreement.
53.

By refusing to fairly and reasonably compensate Coach USA, Go Ground has

violated, and continues to violate, the agreements’ implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
and deprive Coach USA improperly of the anticipated fruits of this agreement.
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54.

Go Ground’s breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing has

caused, and will continue to cause, Coach USA to suffer substantial monetary damages, in an
amount to be determined at hearing.
COUNT THREE
(Quantum Meruit/Unjust Enrichment)
55.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
56.

Coach USA performed professional services for Go Ground in good faith in

connection with its contractual duties.
57.

At the time the services were rendered by Coach USA, and accepted by Go Ground,

Coach USA had the intent and reasonable expectation that Go Ground would compensate Coach
USA for the services rendered at and appropriate and reasonable level in light of Coach USA’
performance.
58.

Go Ground understood, acknowledged and induced Coach USA’ expectations.

59.

To the extent that Go Ground argues or asserts that the agreement between the

parties did not reflect a contractual arrangement specifically requiring the payments that Coach
USA demands, Coach USA is entitled to recovery quantum meruit.
60.

The amounts demanded by Coach USA are a reasonable and customary amount in

this industry for Coach USA’ performance and other undertakings.
61.

Despite Coach USA’s demand for payment, Go Ground has refused to pay the

demanded amount.
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62.

Go Ground’s failure to pay the outstanding amount while retaining the benefit of

Coach USA’s services and performance without fully compensating Coach USA would be unjust.
63.

Equity and good conscience dictate that Go Ground should be compelled to pay the

demanded amount to Coach USA.
64.

Coach USA may not have an adequate remedy at law against Go Ground.
COUNT FOUR
(Promissory Estoppel)

65.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
66.

The commitment to pay Coach USA was a promise by and on behalf of Go Ground.

67.

Such promises and representations were made to induce, and did in fact induce,

acceptance of Go Ground’s offer to Coach USA to perform as a subcontractor.
68.

Coach USA reasonably relied upon said promises to its detriment, and reasonably

relied on such terms in incurring the substantial investment costs associated with entering into,
preparing to perform, and performing the contract between Coach USA and Go Ground.
69.

Coach USA provided Go Ground with all the benefits offered in exchange for said

promise and fully performed.
70.

The interests of justice require that Go Ground be estopped from denying said

promise and failing to perform pursuant to its terms.
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COUNT FIVE
(Account Stated)
71.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
72.

As set forth in this Complaint, an account stated has been established by and

among the parties.
73.

There remains the sum of $415,093.93 due and owing by Go Ground on the

account stated.
74.

The account stated has been provided to Go Ground by Coach USA, and

reconciled to Go Ground’s understanding of amounts owed.
75.

Go Ground had accepted the reconciliation as statement of the account of sums

owed Coach USA.
76.

Go Ground has failed and refused to make payment on the account stated as

agreed to in the parties’ reconciliation.
77.

As a direct and proximate result of Go Ground’s conduct, Coach USA has

suffered damages in the amount of $415,093.93, exclusive of interest and costs.
COUNT SIX
(Conversion)
78.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
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79.

The amounts collected by Go Ground were, after the agreed-to compensation was

deducted by Go Ground, specific funds set aside for Coach USA, and were identified and
identifiable as such.
80.

Coach USA had and has an immediate right to possession of such funds

81.

Go Ground has interfered with Coach USA’s right to possession of and control over

such funds.
82.

Such interference amounts to a conversion of Coach USA’s property, and Coach

USA has been damaged thereby.
COUNT SEVEN
(Declaration of Constructive Trust)
83.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
84.

Go Ground had knowledge of the circumstances under which it came into

possession of funds amounting to property owned by and belonging to Coach USA and of Coach
USA’s greater claim of right.
85.

Go Ground has not delivered such property to Coach USA, despite repeated

requests and demands to do so, and has instead exerted control over such property and retained
such property.
86.

In exercising such control over property more rightfully left within the control of

Coach USA, Go Ground has become a constructive trustee who must hold, care for, and account
for such property to Coach USA.
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87.

By reason of the foregoing, and as a direct and proximate result of Go Ground’s

conversion, Coach USA is entitled to declaratory and injunctive relief as well as compensatory
and punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial.
COUNT EIGHT
(Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage)
88.

Coach USA repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations contained in

the preceding Paragraphs of this complaint as if set forth at length here.
89.

By their aforesaid acts, omissions and conduct, Go Ground has wrongfully and

tortiously, with specific intent to damage and injure Coach USA, interfered with Coach USA’s
prospective business relations with current and prospective clients and customers.
90.

By reason of the foregoing, and as a direct and proximate result of Go Ground’s

conduct, Coach USA is entitled to declaratory and injunctive relief as well as compensatory and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial.
WHEREFORE, Coach USA demands judgment in his favor and against Go Ground,
including but not limited to awarding:
a)

damages in an amount proven at trial;

b)

pre-judgment interest on the outstanding amount;

c)

immediate return of converted property;

d)

declaration of an equitable trust in favor of and for the benefit of Coach USA

e)

Coach USA’s costs and fees in bringing this action;

f)

such other relief as the Court deems necessary and appropriate.
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JURY Y DEMAND
Plaintiff demands a trial by jury.

Dated: April 20, 2020

EPSTEIN BECKER & GREEN, P.C.
/s/James P. Flynn
James P. Flynn
One Gateway Center
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: 973.642.1900
jflynn@ebglaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Coach USA, Inc.
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CERTIFICATION UNDER L.CIV.R 11.2
This matter in controversy is not the subject of another action pending in any
court, or any other pending arbitration or administrative hearing.

Dated: April 20, 2020

EPSTEIN BECKER & GREEN, P.C.
/s/James P. Flynn
James P. Flynn
One Gateway Center
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: 973.642.1900
jflynn@ebglaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Coach USA, Inc.
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CERTIFICATION UNDER L.CIV.R 201(d)(3)
This matter in controversy in this matter is in excess of $150,000.00 exclusive of
interests and costs and therefore should not be subject to arbitration under the Court’s Local
Civil Rules.

Dated: April 20, 2020

EPSTEIN BECKER & GREEN, P.C.
/s/James P. Flynn
James P. Flynn
One Gateway Center
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: 973.642.1900
jflynn@ebglaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Coach USA, Inc.
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EXHIBIT A
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From: Bill Budds
Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2019 12:21 PM
To: gofinance@goground.com
Cc: bmaulsby@goground.com
Subject: AR
Barb,
We agree that we owe you $150,241.42 from your 4/3/19 letter. As of today the consolidated Coach USA AR balance Is
$420,071.63. In an effort to move this process along can you send a payments totaling at least this amount next week
and in turn we will wire your balance due upon receipt.
Let me know if that works.
Regards,
Bill

William Budds
Vice President Commercial Finance
Coach USA
201-225-7583
(F) 201-225-7590
(C) 201-657-7561
"Coach USA: Committed to Delivering Safe, Affordable, Greener Travel"

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Information contained in or attached to this e-mail may be privileged, confidential, and protected
from disclosure.If you are not the intended recipient, review, dissemination or copying is prohibited.
If you received this message in error, please immediately e-mail the sender and delete the message
and any attachments
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: Jazmine Estacio
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 2:28 PM
To: bmaulsby@goground.com
Cc: Scott Sprengel; Bill Budds
Subject: Reconciliation of Outstanding Payments - Status

Hi Bill,
We have been updated internally as to the remaining balance that continues to be reconciled. Please see the attached
letter and will be available to discuss. Thanks.
1
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Jazmine
Jazmine Estacio
General Counsel, Coach USA
160 S Route 17N
Paramus, NJ 07652
o - (201) 225-7587
c – (347) 920-0963
jazmine.estacio@coachusa.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Information contained in or attached to this e-mail may be privileged, confidential, and protected
from disclosure.If you are not the intended recipient, review, dissemination or copying is prohibited.
If you received this message in error, please immediately e-mail the sender and delete the message
and any attachments
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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EXHIBIT C
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To:

Scott Sprengel, Bill Budds, Jazmine Estacio, Bruce Roberts, Bob McManus

From: Bill Maulsby
cc:

Barb Kerry, Kira Goodale

Date:

9-26-19

R2 Program Dispute
Ladies & Gentlemen,
This will provide the response from GO GROUND regarding our differences in money owed to Coach USA for Trips and
to GO GROUND for services related to our Partnership Agreement.
We are hopeful we can come to an amicable understanding and put this behind us. Our pushback relates to, what we believe,
is a constant pattern by Coach USA management that “This is the way it is, so do what we say, even if it is not what we
agreed to.” We entered this Partnership with a collaborative spirit and the Agreement reflects our mutual understanding.
For us to be relegated to the reality of your culture was not as we discussed, and the landscape changed along the way. We
certainly do not dispute your right to set business direction and priorities. The challenge is that when principles and direction
we agree to are changed, it impacts our organization as well. This is a two-way street. May be present our view.

Background
GO GROUND’s position has always been, and the R2 program was based upon, the understanding that Coach USA’s
success on the east coast could be replicated in Western PA and Ohio. You had proved that working together as a regional
unit was a successful strategy and the mutual plan was to celebrate and replicate that success. We worked with you to set a
strategy that would capitalize on your presence in the region and our strength among college and universities. (These maps
are from presentations and documents dated April 2017.)
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The stated goals we both agreed upon at the outset were to:
1. Redefine Traditional Tour Business
2. Improve Charter Yield & Customer Experience
This was important, because it would: Grow Charter Bus Revenue, Improve Per Bus Day Yield, and Improve Competitive
Posture. We agreed the strategy was to leverage Coach USA’s Regional Strength and work as one, engage your Top 200
accounts, deploy a flexible fleet, engage our people, and talk and act like leaders. Importantly we agreed to:
-

Be Proactive vs. Reactive

-

Invest in Being Ready

-

Invest in Marketing & Sales

Importantly, a mission critical priority was to engage the front line in Ohio and Pennsylvania. We even created branding
and structure to carry out the new direction.

We also agreed on an organizational structure and regional leadership in Kate Henke. Within weeks we refocused the
effort to have Kate handle new business opportunities and Kathleen Nye regional tours. Unfortunately, Kathleen never
bought into the vison and resigned her role in August 2017, which shifted the burden for Tours to Kate and GO
GROUND. The bottom line on support was that Coach USA never provided the level of staff that was agreed upon and
Kate and Carolyn needed to pick up the slack along with GO GROUND. The cost to GO GROUND was in the range of
$100,000 in incremental OOP expense, plus the opportunity cost of not being able to focus on growing the region as
designed.
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There were ample organizational misalignments, lack of buy-in and frustrations along the way. I personally spent far too
much time thinking about alternatives, crafting ideas and sending memos to senior management with a clarion call that laid
out the issues and begged for change and focus. It is really no one person’s fault. While we proved the value of Coach
USA’s regional strength and the potential to use online booking to reshape your image and drive the business, it was not to
be.
Despite our efforts, we were continually at loggerheads with local leadership as exampled by the ad below which was
initiated by the controllers at Lakefront in February 2019. We believed in a strong regional brand, but the changing
landscape and an entrenched culture inhibited full success. In the end, the vision behind “one region…one company” just
did not matter.

What Coach USA Owes GO GROUND
The essence of our incentive dispute relates to the definition of Book-A-Seat. There is no question that “events drive
demand” and the responsibilities required of GO GROUND drastically changed due to the reality at Coach USA creating
the current conflict. We can continue the dispute or meet halfway. I suggest we split the difference.
This provides the calculations on the Book-A-Seat Bonus:

Book A Seat - Bonus Calculations
5%
10%
Min
Max
Eligible
Bonus

$566,000

$1,001,000

TOTAL

$1,000,000

$1,430,842

Bonus Eligble

$434,000

$429,842

$21,700

$42,984

$863,842
$64,684
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What GO GROUND Owes Coach USA
Barb Kerry, GO GROUND’s Controller, worked with your locations to determine balances. Many of the discrepancies
relate to the MSA (Master Services Agreement) for the NCAA Championships. In our view this is a fundamental matter.
We have an agreement that was negotiated with senior management for all the locations and on which we acted in good
faith by shifting NCAA business to those Coach USA locations. It is incidental that that some locations failed to get us
invoices and took a position that “This is how we price it. If you have an agreement with corporate that is between you and
them.” We trust our relationship and we should not be forced to fight for what is right; it’s exasperating and costly in terms
of focus and resources. Most importantly — do we have a partnership or not? The facts will show that for many trips Coach
USA undercharged the NCAA and GO GROUND and we adjusted the balance in favor of Coach USA. They will also show
that in many cases the MSA was ignored and GO GROUND was treated no differently than a local church group. We are a
Regional Partner and have fiduciary responsibility to the NCAA and other clients. Please treat us that way.
Unfortunately, this is a familiar pattern. A year ago, we received a statement from corporate finance asserting we owed
$300K and our numbers showed $190K. Turns out your data was wrong, and we had made payments which did not show
up on the corporate records. We are far from perfect, but people make mistakes and systems have flaws. It gets old being
the “punching bag” on a one-way street.
Coach USA Reconciliation
Company

Balance as of 8/31 per
Coach USA

Balance as of 8/31 per
GO GROUND

Difference

Dillon's Bus Service

$

18,174.41 $

18,124.41 $

(50.00)

Suburban

$

112,477.00 $

120,149.25 $

7,672.25

Butler (Erie)
Central Cab
Van Galder
Community

$
$
$
$

10,964.00
7,051.00
5,550.00
625.00

$
$
$
$

10,964.00
7,051.00
5,550.00
625.00

$
$
$
$

-

Lakefront

$

226,334.68 $

188,727.00 $

(37,607.68)

Lenzner
Kerrville

$
$
$

41,306.94 $
8,830.00 $
431,313.03 $

18,913.00 $
8,830.00 $
378,933.66 $

(22,393.94)
(52,379.37)

Summary – Next Steps
It is not clear what Coach USA and GO GROUND intend to do going forward. What we do understand is that the R2
Regional Partnership we had from 2017 to 2019 is not the way to go. For more than a year, we have been advocating in
numerous correspondence that we are open to a mutually beneficial relationship. It is clear you and we have assets and
resources that can forge value for each organization. The scope of how that takes shape remains to be determined.
So, first things first.
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We have worked with your locations and provided the detailed summary of where we are in Accounts Payable to Coach
USA which is $378,933.66. You have agreed that you owe GO GROUND $140,481.42 for R2 Agreement and $11,250 for
June, July and August (CORE). We are in dispute over the $64,684 incentive for Book-A-Seat. GO GROUND also believes
it should be compensated for the $100,000+ spent on staff and other resources when Coach USA changed priorities and
reneged on its contractual agreement to support the R2 Program with appropriate staff. What is in question is $164,000. I
propose we receive the $64,684 bonus and we do not seek the $100,000 in additional fees for R2. Subtracting what is owed
to GO GROUND leaves a balance of $162,518.24 owed to Coach USA. Upon agreement of this amount, we will initiate
payments.
There is never a winner in matters like this. I am hopeful we can find a way to move forward. The NCAA just agreed to a
new compensation program for GO GROUND and payment processes to make it far better for bus operators. We also signed
a new five-year agreement with LEAD1 and are moving forward with their 130 FBS schools. Importantly, we have rolled
out Buses Home and Rivalry Road which is the future of GO GROUND. Our revenue in 3 to 5 years will be 5X what we
have done so far and dwarf what we booked with Coach USA in the NCAA program.
As I have continued to assert, I believe the Coach USA locations represent an incredible opportunity in the market and we
enjoy working with Coach USA leaders and staff. This is not the ideal time for either party to “change horses” but we do
need to change attitudes. I am hopeful we can be aligned and find a path forward.
We are standing and ready to review how you may wish to proceed.
Thank you.

GO GROUND is the leading group ground transportation and logistics specialist for colleges and universities. We focus on logistics
and personal service to make the charter bus experience better. We are industry experts and have the premiere network of charter bus
operators in all markets across the US. We enhance our balanced approach of safety, service and savings with GO GROUND’s industry
first proprietary technology that includes online booking, integrated websites and mobile apps.
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Go Ground
Accounts Receivable
12/9/2019

Company
Dillon's Bus Service
Suburban
Butler
Central Cab
Van Galder
Community
Lakefront
Lakefront
Lenzner
Kerrville

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

120,149.25
226,334.68
49,697.00
18,913.00
415,093.93

Collected from our customers on our behalf.

